
How does Promethean help students with special needs? 
The Activclassroom assists in inclusion of special needs students by providing flexible ways to 
access and display lesson content, opportunities for active student participation in complex 
interactive activities, and engaging ways to obtain immediate feedback. ALL Activclassroom 
(Activstudio & Activprimary) lessons and resources can be used with exceptional children, as they 
all need to learn the same things as other children, but in a different way. By providing resources 
for multisensory learning, our solution addresses visual, auditory and kinesthetic learners.   
 
Types of special needs addressed by the Activclassroom: 
 

 Learning disabled 
o Virtual manipulatives (images in resource library) 
o Decoding, comprehension strategies: Highlighters, color fill tools, drag and drop 
o Struggling readers: large text story/novel display on Activboard, images from resource 

library to encourage visual imagery 
o Organizing strategies/collaborative student input: Activstudio’s graphic organizer 

templates. Completed organizers can be saved and printed.   
 

 Behavioral disorders, Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD) 
o Students stay focused with multiple ways to interact with lessons - on the Activboard, via 

Activslate or Activote 
o Classroom management: Built-in slate controller helps teacher stay in control of lesson if 

student does not stay on task 
o Activotes provide continuous engagement, participation, and feedback, helping students 

to focus and build confidence, while allowing teachers to quickly adapt lessons to student 
needs. 

  
 Visually impaired 

o Ability to change background/text colors 
o Activstudio & Activprimary: Teacher can record instructions for lesson and play back to 

students 
o Activprimary’s highly graphical interface is especially useful for visually impaired students 
o Specific image resources aid in visual discrimination (differences, opposites) 

 
 Hearing impaired 

o Display/print out teacher notes/instructions  
o Incorporate multimedia/rich graphics into lessons to encourage visual imagery 

 
 Physical handicaps (Student cannot stand or cannot walk to come to the board; student is wheelchair 

bound) 
 

o Activwand 
For shorter students or wheelchair board students, the Activwand provides additional 
“reach” to be able to interact with the activities on the Activboard like other children in the 
classroom. Teachers also like to use the Activwand to extend their reach and allow for 
greater visibility for students. 
 

o Activslate 
For students who have restricted movement to and from the Activboard. Students can 
control the activity from his/her seat, write and move objects, click on items.  

 
o Activpanel 

For physically handicapped students who cannot use the Activslate successfully. Image 
on the Activboard is replicated on the panel’s screen.  Using a special pen, the student 
can interact with the lesson on the board just like students without these handicaps. 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Reported from one of our reseller partner’s in Florida: 
 
Joe is wheelchair bound, uses a breathing machine and is a paraplegic.  Joe has 
the stylus for the Activpanel velcroed to his hat, and the Activpanel now sits in 
front of him, showing everything that appears on the Activboard concurrently and 
giving him control of the Activoard through the panel.  Everything Joe does, the 
class can see on the Activboard, they can even interact with Joe's work at the 
board and not have to hover over Joe, his wheelchair and life support equipment. 
 In essence, Joe can collaborate with the class.   Joe is considered a genius.  He 
is in the gifted program and is an aspiring artist.  One of his paintings was used 
by the Lt. Governor of Florida as the front to her Christmas cards last year. 
 Other students can now learn from Joe, in a collaborative classroom 
setting....Joe can now teach. 
 
“Wow!” said Joe, "this was ‘funnest” thing I’ve ever done."  He was able to 
do things he had never been able to do before, even click and drag objects. 
 
 
 


